ABSTRACT. We consider the semilinear elliptic equation -Au = /(«), x € f2, subject to zero Dirichlet boundary conditions, where f2 C Rn is a bounded domain with smooth boundary and the nonlinearity / assumes both positive and negative values. Under the assumption that O satisfies certain symmetry conditions we establish two results providing lower bounds on the C°(Q) norm of positive solutions.
Introduction.
In this note we establish lower bounds on the C°(fi) norm for certain positive solutions of the semilinear boundary value problem (1) Au + /(u) = 0, xeü, u = 0, x G dû, where U is a bounded domain in Rn with sufficiently smooth boundary and satisfying certain symmetry conditions.1 The bounds derived here are motivated by results derived in [7, 8] concerning continua of positive solutions of the one parameter problem (2) Alt + A/(u) = 0, xGÜ, u = 0, i G dû, and its finite difference analogues. The results of [1, 3, 5, 7 and 8] when applied to (2) in the case of the model nonlinearity / given in Figure 1 yield a solution diagram for positive solutions as given in Figure 2 . In the case of ordinary differential equations one may employ phase plane methods to establish sharper lower bounds on the norms of solutions on the continua Si and E«,, namely:
is given by ¡^ f(s) ds = 0.
If (u, A) G E«,, then ||u||0 > r«,, where r«, > S3 is given by /;-./(*) ds =a
We shall establish the same results in higher dimensions, provided il satisfies the symmetry condition in [4] , We note here (see [7] ) that the norm of positive solutions of corresponding finite difference approximation problems are not bounded away from S3, respectively si, Figure 2 as A -» oo, and thus the solution branches of such approximating problems will not approximate the solution branches Ei and E«, in a neighborhood of A = oo.
Symmetry assumptions and consequences.
In what is to follow we shall assume that fi satisfies the following symmetry conditions:
(ii) there exist n linearly independent unit vectors 7i,•••, 7« such that fi is symmetric about each of the hyperplanes P(lk,0) = {x:x-lk = 0}, l<k<n, (iii) if P(7fc,<5) = {x:x-Tffc = 6} and 6k = max{|¿|:P('yfc,(5) Dfi ^ 0}, then, for 0 < 8 < 8k, the reflection of {x G 0:x ■ 7fc < 8} through P(~ik,&) lies in fl, and, similarly, for -6k < 6 < 0, the reflection of {x G fl:x ■ 7^ < 6} through P(*)k,à~) lies in fi, 1 < k < n.
(iv) the hyperplanes Pfak,6), 0 < \6\ < 6k, are not orthogonal to du, 1 < k < n.
These conditions imply the following result (see Theorem 2.1 of [4] ): THEOREM 1. Let u G C2(U) be a solution of (!) such that u(x) > 0, x G fi, and let fi satisfy the above symmetry conditions. Then for all x G fi with 0 < x ■ 7fc < <5fe we have Vu • 7^ < 0, and, for all x G fi with -6k < x ■ 7^ < 0, we have Vu • 7fc > 0, 1 < k < n. In particular, Vu(x) = 0 if and only if x -0.
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A priori bounds.
The following assumptions will be imposed on /:
(ii) /(0) > 0 and there exist 0 < so. < si < S2 such that /(si) = 0, f(s) > 0, sj < s < s2, f(s) < 0, so < s < si, ¡°* f(s)ds > 0.
THEOREM 2. Let fi satisfy the above symmetry conditions with respect to 7i,...,7", where 7¿ = e¿, 1 < t < n, with {e¿}"=1 í/ie standard basis of Rn. Lei u G C2(fi) 6e a solution of (1) suc/i í/iaí u(x) > 0, x G fi and i/iere exists x G fi suc/i thatu(x) > si. LetrG (si,S2) 6e defined by Jr f(s)ds = 0. T/ien ||u||o > r.
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 1 that ||u||n = u(0), and that u(x) < ||w||o, a; 0 . Furthermore, it follows from the result of [6] (that 7i = e¿, 1 < i < n, is important here) that the level sets fic = {x: u(x) > c} are starshaped with respect to 0. We now recall an identity of Rellich (see [2, p. 201 
where v is the unit outward normal vector field to fic and F(t) = ft, f(r) dr, where t* is fixed.
Choosing t* = so and c = s0 < \\u\\q, we obtain that
Since fiSo is starshaped with respect to 0, i.e. v ■ x > 0, x G dflSo, it follows that Jn F(u) dx > 0, hence there exists x G fiSo such that
If it is the case that fi is convex we obtain the same result using a different argument. (Whether or not the level sets fic are starshaped in this more general setting is unknown to us at this point.) THEOREM 3. Lei fi be convex. Let u G C3(fi) nC2(fi) be a solution of (1) max P(x) = P{x0) = / /(r) dr > 0, since {x:u(x) = sq) / 0. Hence either u(xo) > r or u(xq) = so-If u(xo) = sr¡, then P{xq) = 0 and thus P(x) -0 for all x such that u(x) = so, i.e. |Vu(x)| *= 0 for all such x. We now apply Rellich's identity (4) to fiSo from which it follows that -/ \Vu\2dx = n F(u)dx.
la lo
Since n > 2, fn F(u) dx > 0, so there exists x G fiso such that j™ /(r) dr > 0.
But x G fiso implies u(x) > so and thus u(x) > r. Therefore umax > t;
